Exposure Control
Even when the light is low

Your Camera Has a Built-in Light Meter.
To measure the light reflecting from the scene, a camera uses a
built in light meter.
Which part of the scene they measure makes a huge difference in
how your photographs will look.
Many meters read the entire image area but give more emphasis to
the bottom part of the scene because this reduces the possibility
that the bright sky will cause the picture to be underexposed.
v Center-weighted: Metering that emphasizes the center of the
image area on the assumption your subject to focus on is going to
be in the middle of a scene. This is called a center-weighted
system.
v Spot Metering: Some cameras let you select a small area of the
scene and meter it directly using a spot meter. In this mode, only
the part of the scene in the very center of the viewfinder is
metered. Everything else is ignored.
v Evaluative Metering: Meter reads all points in a scene and
determines the exposure.
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You can use auto exposure more successfully if you know a little about
how it "thinks." All systems are calibrated on the assumption that in most
scenes there will be a few dark shadows, many gray mid-tones, and a few
bright highlights, and that all of these tones will average out to a tone of
medium brightness called middle gray.
When the meter reads the brightness of a scene, it simply calculates an
exposure that will reproduce a tone of that brightness correctly as
middle gray. If you photograph a white wall, a gray wall, and a black
wall, the camera will make them all gray in the photographs.
To render them in the image, the way they actually appear in real life,
you use exposure compensation (EV), more details to follow

http://digital-photography-school.com/metering-modes-andhow-your-camera-meter-works/
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More Exposure Control
The Photographic Triangle

*******************************

Exposure Compensation

Exposure Control & Exposure Compensation + The EV button allows you to quickly underexpose (darken) or
overexpose (brighten) your image.
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The most common form of override for creative control is called
exposure compensation, or “EV.”
This control allows you to select settings. They are expressed by

+1 = Adding 1 stop to exposure, adding 2x as much light.
+2 = Adding 2 stops to exposure, adding 2x more light.
+3 = Adding 3 stops to exposure, adding 2x more light.
0 Back to neutral = medium gray, average exposure
-1 = Subtracting 1 stop, taking away ½ the light.
-2 = Subtracting 2 stops, taking away ½ the light.
-3 = Subtracting 3 stops, taking away ½ the light.
This EV + or 1 button increases or decreases the exposure, as
needed. Changing this setting is essential in settings where
metering gets confused, as in brightly backlit scenes or scenes on
bright sand or snow.
With exposure compensation, you can lighten or darken the image.
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If you have a white cat on a snowfield or a black dog in front of a
pile of coal, or a moody night scene, you will need to use EV
controls.
What does this look like?

Why do we care?
https://xinacat.smugmug.com/Sample-Photos/i-5sWKWD9
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Moonrise over the San Jacinto Mountains
1/60th sec., focal length: 70mm DX, f/4.5, ISO 200, -2 EV Aperture Priority

After the sun set in Molokai, Hawaii:
1/15th sec., focal length: 28mm, f/3.8, ISO 640, -2 EV Aperture Priority
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After the sun set on a cruise:
1/60th sec., focal length: 70mm, f/4.5, ISO 1600, -2 EV Aperture Priority

FIVE TIPS for Making Memorable Images
When the Light is Low:
First….What if you can’t use flash?
• Examples: Concert venues, museums make the use of flash
impossible.
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1/40 sec. f/3.5, ISO 1250, -2 EV 18mm focal length
• Flash ruins the soft look of available light. We don’t live in a
flash world of strobes.
• Flash’s reach is limited – impossible for expanses of scenery.
• The blast of light from strobe is often harsh and unflattering.
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1/60 sec. f/2.8 ISO 1600 focal length: 31mm
Bremen, Germany

Flash would have destroyed the mood in this warm German street
scene just after the sun went down and the lights went on.
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So how is it possible to create sharp, gorgeous
images in fading light?
1.

Learn to love your tripod. Tripods allow you to use
longer slower shutter speeds without blur.
Use a wired or remote shutter release, available for only $1220.00. Decent tripods will set you back $300-600.00 but will
last forever if treated well.
A camera's shutter is like a curtain that opens and lets in light
to start the exposure, then closes to end the exposure.

2. If a Tripod is unavailable, crank up the ISO. The higher
the ISO, the more sensitive your camera will be to light. You
will also get more grain (noise). Newer full frame cameras handle
noise beautifully and sometimes noise can be reduced in post
processing (to some extent, although image quality and sharpness is
reduced).

ISO 200 8 second exposure, F/16
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ISO 1600 1 second exposure, F/16

From far away, both images look OK…. But let’s look at a detail
of each image…..
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Detail of 1600 ISO image

At 1600 ISO, sharpness is compromised with speckled
noise in the sky.
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Compare to the relatively smooth gradation in the night sky
close up view of this ISO 200 exposure.

Faster Shutter
Speeds:

Camera
Settings
↑ ISO Speed
↓ f-number

Slower Shutter
Speeds:

↓ ISO Speed
↑ f-number
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Adverse Side Effects
↑ image noise
↓ depth of field
↓ hand-hold ability
↓ sharpness (unless a
tripod is used)

3. Open up your aperture. The larger the aperture, the more
light will entering the lens. Shooting at f/5.6 lets in more
light than shooting at f/22 (remember, the lower the number,
the larger the aperture).

4. Slow down your shutter speed. For this, you will need
#1, where you learn to love your tripod. More light is
captured the longer the shutter remains open.
Keep in mind that a good “rule of thumb” for clear hand-held
shots is no slower than 1/focal length. Use a tripod if you are
shooting at anything slower than that.
Example: You are using a 200mm lens – you can handhold if
your shutter speed is faster than 1/200 of a second.
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5. Use your camera’s exposure compensation
capabilities. The scale on many of today’s DSLR’s allow
from -3 to +3 stops in 1/3 stop increments.
• Dial the exposure compensation to the positive
side to purposefully “overexpose” the photograph.
• Dial the exposure compensation to the negative
side to purposefully “underexpose” the
photograph.
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